The Nachtigal Hydro Dam project won the African power sector transaction of the year and the Tiaba Crude Oil Pipeline Project. Two infrastructure projects supported by the ALSF were recognized by the 2018 IJGlobal Awards. The handbook is the collective product of its authors. The handbook discusses the technical, financial and legal aspects related to debt instruments and the markets in which they are traded, as well as how public debt managers develop and implement strategies related to debt financing, tools and methods that can be employed to prevent debt distress, the market dynamics in which they operate and the opportunities presented by sovereign debt markets. The handbook also provides guidance for all those involved in sovereign debt management, negotiation of complex commercial transactions, creditor litigation and other related sovereign finance matters.

The handbook is a truly collaborative effort that brings together contributors from around the world, including experts in legal, financial and economic fields, as well as practitioners with extensive experience in sovereign debt management. The contributors to the handbook are drawn from a diverse range of backgrounds, with expertise in various areas such as debt restructuring, investment banking, law, economics, and public finance. The handbook provides comprehensive and accessible information on the technical, financial, and legal aspects of sovereign debt management, covering a wide range of topics from the basics of sovereign debt to advanced concepts.

The handbook provides a practical guide to sovereign debt management, with a focus on debt restructuring and the management of sovereign debt portfolios. It offers valuable insights into the practical aspects of sovereign debt management, including the negotiation of complex commercial transactions, creditor litigation, and other related sovereign finance matters. The handbook also provides guidance for all those involved in sovereign debt management, including public debt managers, lawyers, investors, and policymakers.

The handbook is intended to be a reference tool for anyone involved in sovereign debt management, including public debt managers, lawyers, investors, and policymakers. It is also an important resource for anyone interested in the technical, financial, and legal aspects of sovereign debt management, including students, researchers, and policymakers.

The handbook provides a comprehensive guide to sovereign debt management, covering a wide range of topics from the basics of sovereign debt to advanced concepts. It is a valuable resource for anyone involved in sovereign debt management, including public debt managers, lawyers, investors, and policymakers. The handbook is also an important resource for anyone interested in the technical, financial, and legal aspects of sovereign debt management, including students, researchers, and policymakers.

The handbook is the collective product of its authors. The handbook will be launched during the CABRI-FOA workshop in Nigeria, which is an important event for anyone interested in sovereign debt management. The handbook will be made available in French, Portuguese, and Arabic, and it will be available in both print and digital formats. The handbook will be a valuable resource for anyone interested in sovereign debt management, including public debt managers, lawyers, investors, and policymakers.

The handbook is a practical guide to sovereign debt management, with a focus on debt restructuring and the management of sovereign debt portfolios. It offers valuable insights into the practical aspects of sovereign debt management, including the negotiation of complex commercial transactions, creditor litigation, and other related sovereign finance matters. The handbook also provides guidance for all those involved in sovereign debt management, including public debt managers, lawyers, investors, and policymakers.